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Presenter
Presentation Notes
This past August, Siobhan Hagan got in touch with me to see if I could represent RAVA, the Regional Audio Visual Archives Committee in today’s discussion of community copies. To be honest I hadn’t heard the term “community copy” before that email, but I was immediately familiar with the concept. For a little background, I am an audiovisual archivist and curator of the KUHT Collection at the University of Houston. I am the first person to be in the AV archivist position, and mine is still a small department that relies completely on vendors for vendors for digitization and access – usually grant funded.�



“Community copies are dubs that
were not made for preservation, but
perhaps for better access or sharing.
While they aren't great copies,
sometimes they are the only copies…”

Siobhan C. Hagan, email rcvd: 9 Aug. 2016 
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Presentation Notes
When I read the description of community copies that Siobhan provided, that, “Community copies are dubs that were not made for preservation, but for better access or sharing. While they aren't great copies, sometimes they are the only copies…” My mind went to the Grateful Dead Archives at University of California Santa Cruz, and their collection that is very much built on community copies. Naturally, the value of those recordings to Dead fans and scholars in undeniable. When I looked into my own collections at the University of Houston Libraries Special Collections I quickly identified an interesting and equally challenging corollary to the community copy – videos submitted in application for awards or publication.�



Example 1: KUHT-TV NPPA Submissions
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The KUHT-TV archive was acquired by the University of Houston Special Collections beginning in 2003, with several additions over the next twelve years. The audiovisual portion of the collection consists of approximately 15,000 films and videos, which were un-inventoried prior to this past year. Among the anticipated content – productions or B-roll produced by KUHT, there is also small unexplained sub-collection of about 30 videos from a variety of stations apparently submitted for National Press Photographers Association awards, and likely distributed to KUHT as screeners for review. A brief, and not terribly exhaustive search for some of these video assets at the stations that produced them did not yield any hits, and my inquiry with the NPPA asking if submissions were saved was unanswered. The question quickly becomes – what do we do with these materials – the options are limited, as I see it, to deaccession the sub-collection, holding on to the tapes, but not preserving them, with the knowledge that they will probably never be digitized, or digitizing them, with the knowledge that we will never be able to create a high level of access. �



Heavy Metal Music
WITI-TV NPPA First Quarter 1997 Submission 
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Curious about the content in this collection, and given that it was deemed important enough by the creator to submit for an award, I digitized a couple of the tapes for viewing:While this tape would likely not top anyone’s preservation priority list – presumably many competitive submissions could contain vital research materials. 






Case Study 2: SWAMP Applications

Image courtesy SWAMP
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Another example perhaps illustrates the complexities of video submissions even better. Southwest Alternate Media Project, and independent organization in Houston, became the first Texas independent nonprofit organization for the “citizen filmmaker” in 1977. Over the course of its history, SWAMP recognized and supported the work of such noted filmmakers as Richard Linklater, Robert Rodriguez and Jane Campion, and helped Texas filmmakers receive over $2 million for their non-commercial films in the last 13 years alone. SWAMP is also responsible for The Territory, a series that showcases independent short films, now in its 36 season on KUHT. Here is an example of one 1992 episode. SWAMP is an independent organization, which has retained their archives that I learned more about when I consulted with them on an NEH Grant application. 



After the Fall, Joanna Priestly
“Is Paradise Lost?” The Territory, 1992 
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The current state of the SWAMP archives, is like many non-profit arts organizations, far from ideal conditions. Housed in a “Climate Controlled” storage unit in Houston, the collection consists of 172 boxes of currently unorganized/un-inventoried videos and films. Amidst master copies of The Territory are submissions for SWAMP support. It is clear that SWAMP doesn’t have the right to disseminate, but I think there is possibly a high likelihood that the copies contained within these collections might be the best of only surviving copy of works by artists who submitted their works over the past forty years, furthermore, the possibility that tracking down creators seems like it could highly complex and time consuming for a single archivist, particularly in cases of incomplete or imperfect record keeping. As we know, artists media collections are often at very high risk of loss – due to the high cost of preservation, barriers created by a lack of awareness, or simply loss created by the death of the artists. �






Considerations and Questions

• Complex Rights Issues
• Limited Access
• Cost of Preservation / Limited funding options
• Cost of Inaction 
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So I come to my question – how do we leverage resources for the preservation of these issues with such complex rights issues – items that have a low likelihood of receiving grant funding to support work to preserve them? In some cases, like that of the news footage clips, the answer might be repatriation, but for others, answers are harder to come by. The Hispanic Collections archivist at my home institution is currently working to acquire the collection of a local filmmaker responsible for two Houston-based film festivals, Q-Fest, dedicated to presenting programs by, about, and of interest to the gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and queer community, and Senorita Cinema, Texas’ first all Latina film festival. In early conversations with the donor it quickly became clear that this donor has in her possession dozens if not hundreds of “community copies” submitted for consideration for these two festivals by small, often very local and little-known filmmakers. Is it proper to take them knowing that with limited resources it will usually be the case that we prioritize items with less fraught issues of rights ownership? What is the ultimate cost of obtaining such collection materials if we cannot create access to them in the foreseeable future? Is in improper to collect these materials with the knowledge that they will likely just sit on a shelf unless some incredible funding source, that provides both for the research to uncover creator info and pay for preservation emerges?         
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